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Effects of the capping ligands, linkers and oxide sur-
face in the electron injection mechanism of copper
sulfide Quantum Dots sensitized solar cells.†

Javier Amaya Suárez,a Jose J. Plata,∗b Antonio M. Márquez,a and Javier Fdez. Sanza

Because of the different components that constitute a quantum dots solar cells, QDSCs, and
the difficulty of experimentally isolate the effect of each of them on the adsorption spectra of the
system, we have modeled different Cu2S QDSCs models by means of DFT. A bottom-up approach
can differentiate the effect of each component in the electronic structure and absorption spectra.
First, Cu2S QDs were built including a U parameter to effectively describe the localization of the
electrons. The effect of the capping agents was addressed using ligands with different electron-
donating/- withdrawing groups. The role of the linkers and their adsorption of the surface of the
oxide were also examined. Finally, we proposed a main indirect electron injection mechanism
based on the position of the peaks of the spectra.

1 Introduction
Nanostructured particles or quantum dots (QDs) are one of the
candidates to further increase the availability and efficiency of
third-generation solar cells.1 The efficiency of QDs solar cells
(QDSCs) has rapidly growth during the last years2–4 putting them
on par with the dye sensitized solar cells (DSSC) and the bulk
heterojunction (BHJ) photovoltaic cells.5,6 Moreover, they are
easy to synthesize, which reduces the time and cost of produc-
tion.7–10 Their popularity is also due to their high photostability,
and, most importantly, their absorption spectra can be tuned by
simply changing their size and composition.11,12

CdSe and CdTe have been extensively used as QDs for this
kind of solar cells.9 However, they present a variety of concerns
such as low abundance, high cost and toxicity.13 Recently, cop-
per chalcogenides based materials have been proposed as one of
the most promising candidates to substitute CdSe and CdTe for
large scale, low cost, and sustainable solar cells.14 Copper sul-
fides, Cu2−xS, have been used as very efficient counter electrodes
in QDSCs.15,16 However, they were also introduced as part of
the sensitizers in QDSCs obtaining promising results,17,18 or com-
bined with organic dyes to increase the efficiency of solar cells.19

Because of their unique optical and electrical properties, copper
sulfides nanoparticles have also been reported as a good visible-
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light-driven photo-catalyst.20

Despite of the fact that copper sulfides QDs are potential can-
didates for substituting conventional QDSCs based on CdSe and
CdTe QDs, the optimization process of these devices remains an
arduous challenge. The different components that constitute the
QDSC (the oxide, linkers, ligands, or the counter electrode) and
the mechanisms that govern its performance should be deeply
evaluated to improve the efficiency of these devices. For instance,
the role of capping ligands have been studied to improve the
photoluminescence efficiency of the device.21 The impact of the
ligands on the morphology, electronic structure, and optical re-
sponse of CdSe QDs has also been reported theoretically by means
of time-dependent DFT (TDDFT).1,22,23 The role of the linker also
seems to be extremely important in the electron transfer between
the dots and the oxide.24,25 Long carrier lifetimes have been mea-
sured for copper oxide and sulfide QDs.26

In this article, copper sulfide based QDSCs have been modelled
using a bottom-up strategy. The gradual growth of the model
let us evaluate the contribution of each component in the optical
and electronic properties of the system using DFT. A systematic
study of the effect of different capping ligands and linker was
performed. This information is critical for the rational design of
more efficient devices and elucidating the electron transfer mech-
anism involved in the process.

2 Computational details and model
Periodic Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations were car-
ried out using the VASP 5.3 code27–29 using the projector-
augmented wave method (PAW).30,31 The energies were com-
puted with the exchange-correlation functional proposed by
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Fig. 1 (a) Side view and (b) top view of TiO2-anatase (101) surface
model. The atoms represented with balls correspond to the two upper
relaxed layers. Colors: Ti, cyan; O, red.

Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof (PBE)32 based on the generalized
gradient approximation (GGA). It is well known that function-
als incorporating some exact exchange are superior, in particu-
lar, in the estimation of the band gaps. However, their cost is
still prohibitive for large systems. For this reason, we also incor-
porated an on-site Coulomb repulsion U term. The Hubbard U
term was added to the plain PBE functional using the rotation-
ally invariant approach proposed by Dudarev et al.,33 in which
the Coulomb U and exchange J parameters are combined into
a single parameter Ueff = U - J. DFT+U calculations were per-
formed, applying an U parameter on the Cu-3d and Ti-3d states
respectively. Previous works have reported values of Ue f f param-
eter for the Cu-3d states of 6.5 eV and 7.0 eV for CuO34 and
Cu7S4

35 respectively. Similarly, Ueff = 4.5 eV for Ti-3d levels
have been previously used in for TiO2.36,37 All the calculations
were undertaken using only the Γ point.38 Forces on the ions
were calculated through the Hellman-Feynman theorem, includ-
ing the Harris-Foulkes correction to forces.39 Iterative relaxation
of the atomic positions and lattice parameters was stopped when
the forces on the atoms were < 0.02 eV/Å. Optical spectra were
obtained from the frequency-dependent dielectric function, ε(ω),
as proposed by Gajdoš et al.40 Isolated quantum dots were cal-
culated using periodic cubic cells with at least 9 Å of vacuum

Fig. 2 Cu2S QDs geometries. Colors: Cu, ochre; S, yellow.

between the images. TiO2-anatase (101) surface was modeled
using a 4×3 slab surface with three-layer thickness (see Fig. 1).
In this model, the two upper layers were relaxed while last layers
were fixed to their bulk positions.

3 Results
3.1 Bare Cu2S quantum dots
We have studied the relative stability, electronic properties and
absorption spectra of different Cu2S clusters that have been pre-
dicted for other authors41 but using the methodological approach
proposed in our previous work.35 Clusters up to ten Cu2S units,
which are shown in Fig. 2, were considered in this article. Their
relative stability, which is presented in Fig. 3, indicates that the
energy per Cu2S unit starts to converge around 6 units. For this
reason, 61 cluster was chosen as QD model balancing the accu-
racy of the model and the computational cost. This cluster, with
an Oh symmetry, contains 12 copper and 6 sulfur ions, all of them
located at the surface creating an empty space in the center of
the cluster. Its radius (3.14 Å) is lower than the reported value of
the exciton Bohr radius for Cu2S (30-50 Å), which is one of the
requirements to be considered a QD.42

The electronic structure of the 61 cluster is predicted through
the calculation of density of states (DOS), which is depicted in
Fig. S1. Due to the non-periodic nature of the cluster and its size,
the DOS of the QD is represented by localized states instead of
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Fig. 3 Cu2S QD energy per Cu2S unit, ECu2S, in eV.

wide bands. We obtained a band gap of 2.88 eV that is larger that
the values for the bulk of any of the possible CuxS polymorphs
(0.84-1.9 eV).43–47 This phenomenon is produces by the destabi-
lization of the unoccupied states or orbitals of undercoordinated
atoms. The optical absorption spectrum follows the same trend
that the DOS. with narrow peaks at energies above 3.9 eV (see
Fig. S2).

3.2 Ligand-Cu2S quantum dots models
The bare clusters are unstable and tend to agglomerate
to reduce the surface energy of the system. In order
to avoid this phenomenon, organic molecules are added to
the solution to stabilize the QDs acting as ligands, which
are coordinated to the copper cations. These molecules
are usually organic molecules functionalized with amino and
thiol groups. We have used eight ligands: methanamine
(MA), methanethiol (MT), N1,N1-dimethylbenzene-1,4-diamine
(DBD), 4-methoxyamine (MAN), 4-aminobenzonitrile (ABN),
4-(dimethylamino)benzenethiol (DAB), 4-methoxybenzenethiol
(MBT), and 4-mercaptobenzonitrile (MBN) (see Fig. 4). Some
of them are aromatic ligands with different functional groups to
explore the effect of electron-donating/- withdrawing groups. For
instance, -N(CH3) and -OCH3 groups present effects +I and +R
respectively donating electronic density. However, groups such
as -CN attract electronic density withdrawing electrons from the
system. Besides the structural stabilization of the QD, the adsorp-
tion of the ligands produces other two main effects: i) a shift in
the absorption spectra to lower or higher energies; ii) the stabi-
lization of the charges or holes when an electron transfer takes
place.

The ligand-QD systems were modeled adsorbing one ligand in
each copper atom of the surface of the cluster. being the opti-
mized structures for each of them depicted in Fig. 5. Different
configurations were tested for the QDs coordinated with ligands
that contain phenyl groups. In all the cases, the lowest rela-
tive energy was obtained when the phenyl rings are stacked in
pairs maximizing the interaction of the π orbitals of the aromatic

Fig. 4 Structure of the ligands (a) Methanamine (MA), (b) Methanethiol
(MT), (c) N1,N1-dimethylbenzene-1,4-diamine (DBD), (d)
4-methoxyamine (MAN), (e) 4-aminobenzonitrile (ABN), (f)
4-(dimethylamino)benzenethiol (DAB), (g) 4-methoxybenzenethiol
(MBT) and (h) 4-mercaptobenzonitrile (MBN).

Table 1 Band gap, Eg, and first absorption peak values, Eabs, for the
saturated model cluster with the different ligands. Energy values in eV.

Ligand Eg Eabs Ligand Eg Eabs
MA 1.97 2.55 MT 2.20 2.52
DBD 2.15 2.44 DAB 2.18 2.44
MAN 2.20 2.55 MBT 2.25 2.63
ABN 2.27 2.70 MBN 2.21 2.32

groups.
We have computed the DOS of these ligand-QD systems and

the values for their band gaps are included in the Table 1. The
adsorption of the ligands produces a reduction of the band gap by
0.61-0.91 eV because of the stabilization of the conduction band
due to the interaction with the thiol and amino groups. These
results are also reflected in the optical spectra reducing consider-
ably the position of the first peak in the spectra, Eabs, compared
to the bare QD. In order to analyze the effect of the ligands we
took as references the two aliphatic ligands: MA and MT. Both
systems present similar values for Eabs being the QD-MT spectra
slightly shifted to the red. A similar trend was observed for CdSe
by Nadler et al. claiming that this red shift is due to the better
hybridization of S orbitals with the CdSe unoccupied molecular
orbitals1.

The situation is more complex when aromatic ligands with sub-
stituents are introduced. As we mentioned, these substituents
change the electronic properties of the QD-ligand system being
electron-donating (EDG) or -withdrawing (EWG). If it is donat-
ing, the aromatic ligand stabilizes the photogenerated hole, and if
it is withdrawing, the spectrum is usually shifted to longer wave-
lengths.48 For instance, the -CN group in the ABN and MBN lig-
ands is electron-withdrawing, which should result in a red shift
of the spectrum.49 That is the effect that we can observe for the
QD-MBN system presenting a Eabs around 2.32 eV. However, the
opposite effect is observed for ABN, obtaining a peak shifted to
higher energies (Eabs = 2.70 eV). Similar results are obtained for
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Fig. 5 Optimized geometries for QDs and (a) Methanamine (MA), (b) Methanethiol (MT), (c) N1,N1-dimethylbenzene-1,4-diamine (DBD), (d)
4-methoxyamine (MAN), (e) 4-aminobenzonitrile (ABN), (f) 4-(dimethylamino)benzenethiol (DAB), (g) 4-methoxybenzenethiol (MBT) and (h)
4-mercaptobenzonitrile (MBN).

the the system (CdSe)13(ABN)6,1 which are explained by the less
effective hybridization of the amine group orbitals with Cd com-
pared to the dithiocarbamate functional group used by Frederick
et al.49 We have also functional groups that apparently do not
modify the spectra compared to the aliphatic ligands. This is the
case for the QD-MAN system whose Eabs (2.55 eV) matches per-
fectly with the value for the QD-MA system, which has been also
reported for CdSe based QDs1. Finally, we observed that for elec-
tron donating substituents like the DBD and DAB ligands, there
is a red shift of the spectra. This shift is due to the stabilization
of the delocalized hole by the electron donating properties of the
dimethylamino group.48

3.3 Linkers and adsorption on TiO2 anatase (101)

The use of molecular linkers is a common approach for the sensiti-
zation of oxides with a band gap larger than 3 eV. The molecules
used as linkers selectively anchor the QD to the surface of the
oxide acting as a bridge between the donor and the acceptor re-

spectively.9,50–53 This bridge plays a crucial role in the kinetics
of the electron transfer imposing a barrier potential φ that has to
be overcome. Experimental studies have demonstrated that elec-
tron transfer is faster in linkers with aromatic structures instead
of linear carbon chains.25 However, to the best of our knowledge
there is not any study about the influence of the chemical nature
of the linkers in the absorption spectra of QDs sensitized oxides.
We have studied four different linkers: cysteine (cys), histidine
(his), 3-mercaptopropanoic acid (MPA) and 4-mercaptobenzoic
acid (MBA). While MPA and MBA molecules were used to study
the electron injection between CdSe and SnO2,25 aminoacides
have been recently reported as a good linker between copper sul-
fide clusters and TiO2 nanotubes.17,54

The first step to study the QD-linker-TiO2 system is looking for
the most stable adsorption sites of the linker on the oxide surface.
The adsorption of carboxylic acids in anatase (101) has been ex-
tensively studied using DFT.55–57 The carboxylic group is depro-
tonated and coordinated to two different Ti atoms on the surface.
However, the situation is different for the amino acids, which can
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Fig. 6 Absorption spectra for QDs saturated with (a) amines and (b)
thiols.

Table 2 First, second and third absorption energy, Eabs, values for
QD-MA-Linker-TiO2 with the different linkers. Energy values in eV.

Linker 1st 2nd 3rd
Cys 1.59 2.32 2.56
His 1.66 2.29 2.52
MPA 1.61 2.31 2.53
MBA 1.60 2.30 2.59

be adsorbed on the surface using two functional groups. Amino
acids can be deprotonated and anchored to two surface by the
two oxygen atoms (d5) as other carboxylic acids do or can be co-
ordinated through the amine group and one of the oxygens with-
out any deprotonation reaction (m7) (see Fig. 7) Both adsorption
modes have been computed for the glycine being the m7 config-
uration just 0.048 eV more stable than the d5.58 However, our
results show that the cysteine and the histidine present the op-
posite behavior being the d5 configuration 0.15 and 0.2 eV more
stable respectively than the m7 mode.

Finally we studied the the interaction of the Cu2S QD with the
linkers and the TiO2 surface. MA molecules were selected as
capping ligands to reduce the computational cost of the system
(aprox. 330 atoms). The size of surface was modeled to cre-
ate a monolayer of QDs over the surface (see Fig. 8 (a)) being
the distance between images around 5 Å. The electronic structure
of the system is not greatly modified by the linker. In all cases,
the QD states overlap with the end of the valence band at TiO2
and fill most of the gap (see Fig. 8 (b)). The occupation of the
band gap by the QD states clearly affects the absorption spectra
too. The zone of the visible spectra that it was empty for the bare

Fig. 7 Cysteine adsorption geometries onto anatase (a) d5 and (b) m7.
Colors: Ti, cyan; O, red; C, black; H, white; N, blue; S, yellow.

TiO2 surface is sensitized by the QDs (see Fig. 8 (c)). There are
not big differences beyond small shifts (< 0.05 eV) in the peaks
depending on the linker.

Finally, we can extract information about the injection mech-
anism comparing the peaks of the QDs with the ligands before
and after been adsorbed on the surface. As a reference, we take
the first intense peak of the QD-MA system at 2.55 eV in Fig. 6.
An indirect injection mechanism between the QD and the sur-
face will lead to very small or not variation of the feature of the
main peaks of the QD spectra (see bottom scheme of the Fig. 8
(d)) while a direct mechanism will be linked to the appearance of
peaks at lower energies (Fig. 8 (d)). Despite the different nature
of both electron injection mechanisms, they coexist in real world
situations. That is why we can find both kind of peaks in the
absorption spectra of Fig. 8 (c). While there are small peaks at
1.6 eV and 2.3 eV, which should be representative of an indirect
mechanism, the stronger peaks around 2.55 eV suggest that the
main mechanism is indirect.

4 Conclusions
Because of the different components that constitute a QDSCs and
the difficulty of experimentally isolate the effect of each of them
on the adsorption spectra of the system, we have modelled dif-
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Fig. 8 (a) Optimized geometry for the QD-MA-Cys-TiO2 system. Colors: Ti, cyan; O, red; C, black; H, white; N, blue; S, yellow; Cu, ochre. (b) DOS for
the QD-MA-Cys-TiO2 system. Fermi level is set at zero. (c) Absorption spectra for the QD-MA-Linker-TiO2 with the different linkers. (d) Schematic
diagram for different electron-injection mechanisms.

ferent Cu2S based QDSCs models by means of DFT. A bottom-
up approach let us differentiate the effect of each component in
the electronic structure and absorption spectra. First, Cu2S QDs
were built including a U parameter to effectively describe the lo-
calization of the electrons. The effect of the capping agents was
addressed using ligands with different electron-donating/- with-
drawing groups. The role of the linkers and their adsorption of
the surface of the oxide were also examined. Finally, we proposed
a main indirect electron injection mechanism based on the posi-
tion of the peaks of the spectra.
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